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already been suggested, but other problems occur. When
most diluents are added to plutonium, the neutrons tend
to be moderated, thus increasing the parasitic capture in
2,926,083
plutonium 239 to form plutonium 240. Furthermore,
TERNARY ALLOY-CONTAINING
pn~oq.
5 diluents have also been found to create competing neutron reactions vvhi.ch.also decrease the effectiveness of the
Jamea Thomas Waber, hs Alamo%N..NK% a~wor to
reactor for breeding.
Likewise, from a metallurgical
the United States of Ameriea as represented by the
United States Atomic Energy Commission
standpoint, such alloys of plutonium commonly have
phase structures
which give the metal undesirable
No Drawing. Application April 10, 1957
10 properties.
-serial No. 652,070
When PuZ40 is formed in a fast reactor, it adds to the
4 Chdma.
(CL 75—122.7)
reactivity, as it is a fast fission material.
However,
PU240

-.. .
.TMs invention .re!ata to. alloys of plutonium and. in 15
particular to alloys of plutonium which. may be used as
nuclear reactor @eIs. .
____._.. . . ... _. ._ ________
Although uranium 235 has generally been used as.tbe
fuel or
..rnateri.d.in. nuclear. Mctors,
in cefiin
nuclear reactor applications it is more desir-able to uw 20
plutonium .as the active. material. This.is particularly me
when “the neutronic reactor is to operate wi.~ ‘a_n.eutrofi
fk.of
f@.or epithermal energies, such as, for example,
the fast plutonium. reactor. des.cribed..in- AK -Report
Z5
LA-1679.
Some nuclear reactors; in addition” to pr&ding aise”M
neutron or heat. flux, provide a means. f~~ .Cre.sting new Xtive.rnaterial or fuel .wittin the. reactor..._T&ee_We Kgown
as breeder reactors ... .In .a._b.re&d&~_reaQor,the breeding
r@jo depends iipo.g..t~e=excexs @f_th&._nwm.ber.oi!.geu!$g~ 30
born over the number lost in capture including fission, and
arwting
no leakage, so that:

active.

(1)
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where R> 1 for useful breeding,
where v=average number of neutrons per fission,
and a=uC/uj,
where uc=capture wssss section, “’
and ul=fission cross section..
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When the values_ of_T.able I tue..inserted in. Equation 1, it
can be. s=eenthat .in a_rea_@2roperating with tbernml neutmris, U235 is suitable as a breeder fuel. .M PU2S9is not,
w ccfor_uzss,” at.the~m_a!_eaer@es is IOW enough to mMe..a Jrxe!xdbg ratio (R) greater than 1. However, at
epithermal energies, Puasg is suitable as a breeder fuel,
as a for PU2SUis low enough to provide ZUIR> L and as
cw besqeg by Table I, UZ35is not suitable.
. ;.It. may be-seen then, fiat the breeding ratio for PU239
m tfii?epitherkd
rfi”gti-’niay’be consicfera%ly greater than
1 but is barely I for U~5,_ Sigce a breeding ratio must be
rippreciably greater than_ 1 to.be use.f@, Ua35 & not .practical as an ‘@iiheirti_@ .breede.r ,reactQ.r co~e material.
Pure-plutonium
may be used in .a. non-br,eed.er fast reactor but jts ‘.@.?,.h~~se~efd disqdvwtages..
One of the
disadvrmta$es of the.’.use;of PI%’ ~~titoti,im,,is ~at, the
plgtoniurncisY&o’titifi6d_T~ii.ng
‘the oppr~tioq
Qf tip, .r*
actoi arid “the-fuel elemeiiirnsi~t..BeXepIiXei$ or. !qprqwed
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periodically as a certain percentage of the plu-tonium is
“spent.” Another disdavwt.age.~o the use of Pure PhItonium .ti that all ,of the
hea! is gye~at$..in..
a, yrnall
voltii
o!. “m@M&y~jb
NM@y?
.’” “Iti-ordej to leduce.
r --- ,.-=the. We@y

.,MWQes.

of.yAq.

of-heat genemfion m
ihe plutoi.ihnri’; “-tie use cd dffuenti’ *th plutonium has

TO
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down acts as a .non-fissile material, since it increases nonfission capture.
Thus, the neutrons captured in producing PU240in a thermal reactor are lost to the fissile system.
However,
in a fast breeder_ reactor, new plutonium
atoms created in uranium add to the reactivity of the
reactor.
The uranium in such a reactor may be integral
i.n the plutonium core or surround the core as a blanket.
The ratio of_ uranium to plutonium may vary over wide
ranges for operative reactors.
Thus the percentage of
uranium may be up to 90 percent and still achieve a
practical breeding efficiency.
Since the parasitic capture of neutrons in the reaction
--

Pu2sg+n+ PUZ40

increases with a decrease of_ neutron energy, the reactor
core must cmtain materials which will not appreciably
moderate fast neutrons,
UZOBis allowable up to about
90 percent of the plutoniurn-uraniu.m _ratio.
Binary alloys of urm~~..and
plutonium have been
produced, but they POSSES.very bad characteristics for
fabrication, machining, casting and eorrosign resistance.
These alloys are brittle and glass-like, cannot be cast
without many minute cracks and. we.. found to corrode
readily. The poor qualities of the uranium-plutonium
alloys may be attributed .to the presence of only the zeta
phase.
By this inventi~n alloys of plutonium, uranium and at
least a thtid..element. maybe produced which either eliminates the.zeta~hase
or. .RdUCM. i@..anount so that the
alloys are machrn.a~le, easy to fabrkate and may be cast
free of cracks,. _Furthermore,
the alloys of this invention are re@tximt_to_.corrw.ion in gaseous or aqueous environments.
By.comp~riSon, a plutoni.n.m-uranium binary
alloy is a very subject to.wrrision- in the same media.
It is therefore_ am object of. the present invention to
provide an. alloy_ of plutonium which can be cast or fabricated free of cy!c@.
Another object. of.tie present invention is to provide an
alloy of plutonium which is relatively resistant to corrosion.
.. Another object_ of the” present invention is to provide
an alloy containing uranium_ and plutonium which may
be .used.as:tbe. fuel element in a fast breeder reactor.
Another obect. of the present invention is to provide an
alloy of plutonium and uranium which is not all zeta
phase.
The objects of this invention are obtained by the production of a multicomponent
alloy in which the plutonium to uranium ratio is between 10 to 50 atoms of
plutonium and 90 to 50 atoms of uranium, said alloy
containing
...—=-.
.. . . 2 to_
. 25 atomic percent of a metal selected
from the class consisting of molybdenum and zirconium.
Whenrn.olybdenurn is selected as the third element, the
alloy can be prepared to exist in either a dispersed zeta
phase ~r a.body-centered cubic phase depending upon the
percentgze..rnoly~.denum and the alloy heat treatment.
The metallu.rgical properties of the ternary alloy of
this invention .rnake
,. .it
-,, a practical, workable material hav@ deiidile
c%aracterlstics in nuclear reactors.
Instead
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of the usual brittle alloy full of minute cracks, the subject alloy can be machined with relative ease and is easy
to fabricate.
The casting properties are excellent, as
sound crack-free castings are easily made. It forms an
isotropic mixture which is also more resistant” tg radiation damage than the binary plutonium-uranium
alloy.
Molybdenum and zirconium do not substantially moderate fast or epithermal neutrons, nor do they show. any
substantial parasitic neutron capture for neutrons having ‘energies greater than about .03 E.V., i.e., thermal
neutrons.
The uranium in- the alloy will be converted to PIUtoniom while the fast reactor operates, thus spent fuel is
automatically replaced and at the same time the volume
of the plutonium-containing
material will be larger than
pure plutonium to facilitate cooling.
Nuclear reactors in which the alloys of the present invention are particularly useful as t%els are well known
in the art. For example, AEC Report LA~1679, declassified March 11, 1957, the subject matter of which
is incorporated herein by reference, describes a fast reactor in which the alloys of the present invention could be
used.
Under strong neutron bombardment, alloys generally
change phase if they exist in a phase that a thermal shock
such as a thermal spike would tend to change.
A
thermaf spike has the effect of local heating followed by
rapid quenching since the spike volume is surrounded by
a mass of cooler metal. It is to be expected that under
strong neutron bombardment ~e z.e@ phase would change
to the gamma phase in aloys containing more than 12
percent molybdenum, particularly if a few “centers” of
gamma phase exist at the beginning.
Since such phase
changes are usually accompanied by changes m volume,
it is usually desirable to start with the reactor alloy in ita
most stable phase, which in this case is gamma .or b_oilycentered cubic, It should be emphasized that a volume
change results in a change in “reactivity of the reactor
which can be hazardous and at least undesirable.
Also,
phase changes generally alter the shape of the fuel ele..—.
ments, which can cause serious darnz~.’The alloys of this ‘invention are prepared by any one
of several methods.
They may be prepared by melting
the weighed amounts of the-constituent{ in a vacuum- induction furnace whereby the metals are mixed through
the stirring action of the induction field. Alternately,
pure molybdenum of molybdenum fluoride can be added
to a mixture of plutonium fluoride and uranium fluoride,
and the alloy produced by co-reduction of the fluorides
using the techniqm-gfven in the R. D. Baker copending
application S.N. 543,630, filed October 28, 1955, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by” reference.
However, it has been found by experience that if more
than 5 percent molybdenum is desired in the alloy it is
preferable to use molybdenum “metal rather than a reducible molybdenum compound, e.g., oxides or chlorides,
because of the better mixing characteristics of the metal.
Below 5 percent molybdenum either metal or compound
may be used. In addition to the meth_ods suggeste~, any
methods used in the art for mixing plutonihirr ‘or urardi
alloys may be used for mixing the alloys of the prcaent
invention.
This invention provides two useful alloy structures
for the ternary molybdenum-plutonium-uranium
alloy
containing a percentage of molybdenum in the range of
2 atomic percent to about 25 atomic percent.
Orie””of
these is a body-centered cubic (gamma) crystal structure,
and the other is a mixture of zeta pliase- with gamma.
With less than 2 precent molybdemim, ‘t~e- aIIoy- Iias undesirable properties characteristic
of the zeta-- phase.
Above 25 percent, the alloy has excellent properties.
However, the amount of molybdenum beconies “so great
that the dilution of the plutonium is undetirabIe.
These alternate sffictiu-es maybe obtained by appropriate heat treatment.
Though it is. uiilerstm.d th~ preferred

embodiment is a body<entered
cubic (gamma) crystal
structure which is isotropic, it is also possible to provide
the modified zeta phase which overcomes most of the undesirable properties of that phase.
To produce the preferred body-centered cubic crystal
structure in alloys containing 8 to 25 atomic percent
molybdenum, alloys must be’ E&led rapidly from above
about 800° C. by quenchin_gL_ _H9~=evQr,@g qywtg~ng
or coofhg rate which is required may be reduced as the
content of molybdenum ix increased.
Wheri the percentage of molybdenum b thi alloy is at
least 8 percent a useful alloy, which ii not exclusfvdy of
the pref.wred body-centtmxi cubic but mnt?iq$ dispersed
zeta in pafiially trqnsfomned g--?
phase, may be obtained by cooling more slgwly than qygpchirtg. However,
to obtain this dispersed zeta when the percentage of
molybdenum is Iess than about 8 percent, the cooling rate
must be very rapid, as by liquid quenching.
If the +loy
ii @oIe&rnore sTowly tli-m this, some 0? “the uitde.41rable
characteristics of unalloyed zeta app~ar. In generaf the
cooling rate must be increased as the percenta~
of
molybdenum is Wade smaller.
In the ran= of abotit 2-to 8 atomic” percent, a useful
dispersed zeta phase alloy may be obtained by rapid
quenching of the alloy. This improved zeta phase is more
corrosion resistant and has improved fabrication qualities
as compared to the normal zeta phase, tE5ugh it does n“ot
show as great m-iniproverrient as the body-centered tibic.
It has been determined that the addition of apprecjabl~
amounts of molybdeimrn~ e~g., above ‘about 20 atomic percent to an alIoY-of plutonium and uranium, will provide a
crystal structure that is a body-centered cubic- (gamma)
unless the aIloy Iifurnace cooled. Whh_16 percent molybdenum the alloy ig usefuf even if the alloy is cooled vci@”
slowly in a furnace.
Table II shows a summary of the cooling” rndthoda to
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be employed to achieve the aIloy sgvcgues which may
be produced by me-methods hereinbefore
T@tin::.=
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In the above table the alloys r@k%iited, for example,
are based oti a plutonium to Uianium ratio of 1 to 3.
It is recognized” that in some cases it may be desirable
65
to reheat the alloy after it is cast and then cool it at rme
of the rates indicated above to”~.r,:.
achieve
the desired prop,
.,
.. . .... . :.
.
..
,:. .
erties.
Example I
To prod.ucfia te~~w” .~loy ti the ga.mrnq.:~hee, 239
grams of plutonirym?,. 714. ~atis’ @$ ~[api~rn wld’, ~a
grams of n@ybdenu.m: (a~otit 11 atom~c. pe,rgent) W?
placed in a rn?gpefi? 9g@3!?j ~g cW@le k $be~ PI?,*4
in a vacu~
.~~d ~~.q..rn,@t&e..rnglt@ by” b@CtiOII heat66 ing. The @g ,4. kept rnglteg..at, %. t~mpe.ratue. Qf at
le&t 127$0’ CL fQr ab,~+,,$ .np.utea.,so it b. .t49r0@ly
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cent molybdenum, balance a combination of uranium and
plutonium in the ratio of one to nine atoms of uranium
per atom of plutonium.
3. An alloy consisting essentially of about 20 atomic
about 20 atomic percent molybS percent plutonium,
denum, and the balance uranium.
To produce, for example, a ternary alloy using the
4. An alloy containing zeta phase dispersed in parco-reduction process 315 grams of PuF4, 942 grams of
tially transformed gamma phase and consisting essenUF4, 304 grams 12, 460 grams calcium are placed in a
tially of from 2 to 25 percent molybdenum, balance a
crucible with 72 grams molybdenum metal. The crucicombination of uranium and plutonium containing one
10
ble is sealed and heated to a reaction temperature of
to nine atoms of uranium per atom of plutonium.
about 300° C., whereby the plutonium and uranium
will be reduced to metal and will alloy with the molybReferences Cited in the file of this patent
denum. This alloy can be removed as a metal button
UNITED STATES PATENTS
from the bottom of the crucible.
Subsequently it may
15
be reheated and quenched to produce the gamma phase.
2,888,343
McGeary et al. -------May 26, 1959
The present invention also contemplates the use of
FOREIGN PATENTS
zirconium in place of all or part of the molybdenum used
in the above example with beneficial results. Zirconium
766,060
Great Britain ---------Jan. 16, 1957
improves the zeta phase and makes the alloy more cor20
OTHER REFERENCES
rosion resistant and a better alloy than the binary alloy,

(about 6 atomic percent) are placed in a crucible and
melted in the same manner as the above example. The
melt can be cooled to 800° C. and is then quenched in
water.
Example III

but molybdenum is generally superior.
Technical Progress Review, “Reactive Core Materials?
Other embodiments to this invention may be apparent
U.S.A.E.C., by Battelle Memorial Institute, vol. I, No. 2,
to those skilled in the art and therefore this invention
May 1958, pages 9, 10, 17; vol. I, No. 1, March 1958,
is not limited by the foregoing specification, but only
pages 9, 16.
!25
by the appended claims.
Sailer et al.: USAEC Document BMI-730,
dated
What is claimed is:
March 6, 1952, declassified December 7, 1955, 17 pages.
1. An alloy consisting essentially of from 2 to 25
Available at 15@ from O.T.S., Dept. of Commerce,
atomic percent of at least one of the elements selected
Washington 25, D.C.
from the class consisting of molybdenum and zirconium,
Draley et al.: USAEC Document ANL-5030, dated
30
balance a combination of uranium and plutonium, said
April 14, 1953, declassified December 9, 1955, 56 pages.
combination containing one to nine atoms of uranium
Available at 40@ from O.T.S., Dept. of Commerce,
for each atom of plutonium, said alloy containing no
Washington 25, D.C.
undispersed zeta phase.
Finniston et al.: “Progress in Nuclear Energy: Series
2. An alloy having a body-centered cubic crystal strucV, Metallurgy and Fuels, published 1956 by McGraw35
ture, consisting essentially of from 12 to 25 atomic perHill Book Co., Inc., N.Y., pages 396409.

